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Notice Inviting Tender

Chapter-I

The Director, AIIA, Delhi invites tender under two Bid System viz. Technical Bid and Financial Bid
from  reputed,  experienced  original  manufacturer/authorized  distributor  having  sufficient  experience,
expertise and capability in the field, to set-up the simulation lab for the department of Kayachiktsa of AIIA,
on turn-key basis,  with  the  following simulator.  (It  should  have  local  content  including  goods  already
imported by the supplier under its own arrangements).

2. Description of the item(s) is given below:

S.No Name of the Simulator Quantity Rate (In lakhs)(INR)
1. ADVANCE ADULT CPR 1 13.6

2. MULTIPURPOSE TRANSPARENT 
LAVAGE
MODEL

1 1.6

3. ARTICULATING BLOOD PRESSURE
TRAINER ARM

1 1.75

4. TRANSPARENT MALE 
CATHETERIZATION

1 1.8

5. FEMALE CATHETERIZATION 
SIMULATOR

1 1.8

6. MALE CATHETERIZATION SIMULATOR 1 2.2

7. INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION OF 
UPPER
ARM MUSCLES

1 1.7

8. UPPER ARM Section 1 1.7

9. IV TRAINING ARM 1 4.2

10. ALL-PURPOSE IV TRAINING ARM 1 4.7

11. IV INJECTION TRAINING HAND 1 1.7

12. VENIPUNCTURE PAD 1 1.3

13. ARTERY PUNCTURING TRAINING ARM 1 1.7

14. MULTI-PURPOSE INJECTION TRAINER 1 4.2

15. ALL- PURPOSE ADULT PATIENT CARE
SIMULATOR

1 4.50

16. INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION MODEL
(BUTTOCK)

1 1.2

17. Adult LUMBAR PUNCTURE SIMULATOR 1 7.35

18. IV TRAINING LEG 1 1.7

19. INJECTION SIMULATOR 1 1.8

20. INTRADERMAL INJECTION 
SIMULATOR

1 1.3

21. SUCTION TRAINING MODEL 1 2.2
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22. BEDSORE CLEANSING AND DRESSING 1 3.5

23. ENEMA ADMINISTRATION SIMULATOR1 2.3

24. CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETERIZATION
SIMULATOR

1 4.2

25. ABDOMINOCENTESIS TRAINING
SIMULATOR

1 15.5

26. ADVANCE ENDOTRACHEAL TRAINER 1 2.4

27. SUCTION TUBE FEEDING SIMULATOR 1 2

28. PNEUMOTHORAX SIMULATOR 1 2

29. CHEST TUBE MANIKIN 1 2

30. INTRAOSSEOUS INFUSION/ FEMORAL
ACCESS LEG

1 3.3

31. PROSTATE EXAMINATION SIMULATOR 1 2.5

32. ABDOMINAL EXAMINATION 
SIMULATOR

1 13.65

33. DIABETIC/ CORN FOOT TRAINER 1 1.3

34. TUBE FEEDING SIMULATOR 1 2

35. NASOPHARYNGEAL SWAB 
COLLECTION
SIMULATOR

1 3.60

36. BREAST GLAND EXAMINATION
TRAINING SIMULATOR

1 2.4

37. VIDEO RECORDING & DISPLAY 
SYSTEM-1
SET.

1 5.95

Total Estimated Cost 13260000

For detailed technical specifications of the simulators please refer Annexure-I.

3. SCHEDULE OF TENDER

Sl.No
.

Activity Description Schedule

a. Tender No. M-50/78/2021-AIIA  dated 10th   December, 2021
b. Availability of Tender Document The tender  document  can  be  downloaded from the  AIIA

web  site  http://www.aiia.gov.inor  from  the  procurement
portal
http://eprocure.gov.in/epublish/app

Schedule Time
c. Document download start date 10/12/2021 18:00 hrs.
d. Bid submission start date 10/12/2021 18:30 hrs.
e. Pre-bid meeting 16/12/2021 15:00 hrs.
f. Seeking clarification end date 20/12/2021 15:30 hrs.
g. Bid submission end date 06/01/2022 15:00 hrs.
h. Bid opening date 06/01/2022 15:30 hrs.
i. Minimum Validity of tender offer 120 days from the date of opening of technical bid
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j. Services/Product to be offered Setting-up of Simulation Lab
k. Tender Document fee NIL
l. Performance Security 3% of the bid amount after award of contract.

4. Submission of Tenders:  The bid along with the necessary documents should be dropped in the
Tender Box placed in the reception area of the All India Institute of Ayurveda (AIIA) on any working
day/working hours and upto stipulated date and time. The bid document should be under two bid system (i)
Technical Bid and (ii) Financial Bid, i.e. technical bid and financial bid should be in two different envelop
which be placed in a bigger envelop. 

5. Clarification on bid documents: Clarification on bid document may be sought by the bidders as per
prescribed schedule over email address central-store@aiia.gov.in.

6. Amendments: Any amendments/corrigendum related to bid document, for any reason whether in its
own initiative or in response to clarification requested by bidders, will be published on website of Institute
and on CPPP only. Bidders should check these amendments regularly.  AIIA shall  not be responsible to
notify such amendments/corrigendum to individual bidders.

7. All  India Institute of Ayurveda(AIIA) reserves the right to amend or withdraw any of the
terms and conditions contained in the Tender Document or to reject any or all Bids without assigning
any reason. The decision of the Director, AIIA in this regard shall be final and binding on all.

(Dr. Umesh Tagade)
Joint Director (Admin)
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Chapter- II

Instructions for Bidders

1. The bidders have to complete the entire setting up of simulation lab with the given items
on turn-key basis and hand over to the Institute within contract period.

2. Tender has been invited under two bid systems. Hence all instruction should be followed
properly as mentioned in bid document.

3. All envelops should be super-scribed “Technical Bid for Setting-up of Simulation Lab” /
“Financial Bid for Setting-up of Simulation Lab” as the case may be.

4. All the annexure/declaration and tender documents should be signed by bidders. If these are
signed  by  a  representative,  an  authorization  letter  issued  after  tender  publishing  dated  must  be
attached. Tender submitted in loose sheet/unsigned shall not be considered.

5. The pages of tender document to be submitted by bidder should be properly number and an
index with proper page number should be attached with the tender document.  

6. Rates quoted in respect of tender should be typed only. Any cutting, overwriting shall not
be considered.

7. The bidder shall quote rates in Indian Rupees(INR). Rates quoted in other currency shall be
treated as non- responsive and will be rejected.

8.  Only technically qualified bidders will be considered for financial evaluation. Financial bid
opening date and time will be intimated to technically qualified bidders only.

9. Technical compliance sheet must be attached along with catalogue where in the technical
compliance will be intimated properly.  Interested bidders may obtain further information from
the office.

10. It is responsibility of bidders to ensure timely submission of bids as per given schedule and
must be dropped in Tender Box. Bids received after due date will not considered. 

11. In event of the above-mentioned date being declared as holiday/closed day for the AIIA, the
tender event will be postponed for the next working day.

12. Price  Preference  Policy  and  Exemption  for  submission  of  various  eligibility  criteria
documents to the Bidder registered under Make in India Initiative:- The bidders who are registered
under  Make in India Initiative and producing their products under the  “Make in India Policy of
Government of India”  shall be given price preference as per Govt of India applicable Rules and
Guidelines on submission of relevant certificate for availing the price preference and exemption for
submission  of  exempted   documents  against  this  bid  along  with  their  Pre-Qualification  Bid
Documents. If the certificate is not uploaded along with their offer, it will be treated as normal bidder.
Producing certificate at later stage will not be considered. 

13. Bidders are advised to go through the Make In India initiative and Price Preference Policy
before opting the same for availing benefit under this initiative.

14. It should be noted that this tender is subject to the provisions contained in Government of
India, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade
(Public  Procurement  Section)  Orderno.P-45021/2/2017-PP (BE-II)  dated  04.06.2020 and  all  other
relevant orders issued by the Government of India from time-to-time.
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(a) The ‘Class-I local supplier / Class-II local supplier at the time of tender bidding or solicitation
shall be required to indicate percentage of local content and provide self-verification that the
item  offered  meets  the  local  content  requirement  for  Class-I  local  supplier/Class-II  local
supplier, as the case may be. They shall also give details of location(s) at which the local value
addition is made.

(b) In cases of procurement for a value in excess of Rs. 10.00 crores, the ‘Class-I local supplier/
‘Class-II local supplier’ shall be required to provide a certificate from the statutory auditor or
cost auditor of the company in the case of companies) or from practicing cost accountant or
practicing  chartered  accountant  (in  respect  of  suppliers  other  than  companies)  giving  the
percentage of local content

(c) False declaration will be in breach of the Code of Integrity under Rule 175(1)(i)(h) of the GFR-
2017 for which a bidder or its successors can be debarred for up to two (02) years as per Rule
151 (iii) of the GFR-2017along with such other actions as may be permissible under law.

Chapter-III

General Terms and Conditions

1. Tenders should be quoted only by the OEM/actual manufacturer and/or their authorized distributors or
selling agent of a particular firm. Bidder should submit a current authority letter in support of the same
from  the  actual  manufacturer  concerned  in  the  format  given  at  “Annexure-III”. The  bidder  is
responsible for the supply of stores. If the Principal Manufacturer withdraws rights of distribution
from the bidder during validity period of rate contract, Director, AIIA, DELHI has right to cancel the
eligibility  of  the  bidder  and  accept  the  candidature  of  new  coming  authorized  distributor.  Any
authorization certificate issued in the past for participating in any specific tender shall not be
considered as a valid authorization by OEM.

2. Bidders will be required to arrange a demonstration of the offered equipment, if desire by the
technical specification committee. Failure to arrange for a demonstration on the given date may lead
to cancellation of the bid. Cost of organizing such demonstration shall be borne by the bidder.

3. The model of the equipment offered should not be obsolete/out of production for next 5 years after
expiring of guarantee/warranty period. 

4. Patent Rights: The supplier shall, at all times, indemnify and keep indemnified the purchaser, free of
cost, against all claims which may arise in respect of goods & services to be provided by the supplier
under the contract for infringement of any intellectual property rights or any other right protected by
patent,  registration of designs or trademarks.  In the event of any such claim in respect of alleged
breach of patent, registered designs, trademarks etc. being made against the purchaser, the purchaser
shall notify the supplier of the same and the supplier shall, at his own expenses take care of the same
for settlement without any liability to the purchaser.

5. Country of Origin

i. All goods and services to be supplied and provided for the contract shall have the origin in India or in
the countries with which the Government of India has trade relations.

ii. The word “origin”  incorporated  in this  clause  means the place from where the goods are  mined,
cultivated, grown, manufactured, produced or processed or from where the services are arranged.

iii. The country of origin may be specified in the Price Schedule.
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iv. Bidders must have to comply the guidelines issued by Department of Expenditure, Ministry of
Finance vide its OM No. 6/8/2019-PPD dated 23.07.2020 and furnish a declaration to this effect. 

6. Terms of Delivery: Goods shall be delivered by the supplier in accordance with the terms of delivery
and as per the delivery period specified in the schedule of requirement and Supply & Delivery Clause
in General Terms and Conditions Section. Please note that the time shall be the essence of the contract.

7. Instructions for transportation of domestic goods including goods already imported by the supplier
under its own arrangement: The supplier will arrange transportation of the ordered goods as per its
own procedure up to Consignee Site (i.e. AIIA, DELHI, GAUTAMPURI, SARITA VIHAR, DELHI-
110076.

8. Spare Parts: The separate price list of all spares and accessories and consumables, if any, (including
minor)  required  for  maintenance  and  repairs  in  future  after  guarantee/warrantee  period  must  be
provided the in the format given at “Annexure-IV” failing which quotation will not be considered.

9. Tender currencies: The Bidder supplying indigenous goods or already imported goods shall quote
only in Indian Rupees (INR) in the Financial Bid Format given at  Annexure-V. A Bidder quoting
imported goods located within India shall produce documentary evidence of the goods having been
imported and already located within India, in case their bid is found to be the lowest one after opening
of financial bid.

10. Tender Prices

i. The  Bidder  shall  indicate  on  the  Financial  Bid  Price  Schedule  provided  at  “Annexure-V” for
Indigenous supplies in INR for all the specified components of prices shown therein including the unit
prices and total tender prices of the goods and services it proposes to supply against the requirement.
All the columns shown in the Financial  Bid Price schedule in given format should be filled in as
required.

ii. If there is more than one schedule in the Schedule of Requirements,  the Bidder has the option to
submit its quotation for any one or more schedules. However, while quoting for a schedule, the Bidder
shall quote for the complete requirement of goods and services as specified in that particular schedule.

iii. While filling up the columns of the Financial Bid Price Schedule, for domestic goods or goods of
foreign origin located within India, the prices in the corresponding price schedule shall be entered
separately in the following manner:

a. The  price  of  the  goods  quoted  ex-factory/ex-showroom/ex-warehouse/off-the-shelf,  as  applicable,
including  all  taxes  and  duties  like,  Custom  Duty  and/or  GST  already  paid  or  payable  on  the
components and raw material used in the manufacture or assembly of the goods quoted ex-factory etc.
or on the previously imported goods of foreign origin quoted ex-showroom etc:

b. Any taxes and duties including Custom duty and/or GST, which will be payable on the goods in India
if the contract is awarded;

c. Charges towards Packing & Forwarding, Inland Transportation,  Insurance (local transportation and
storage), Loading & Unloading and other local costs etc incidental to delivery of the goods to their
final destination will be borne by bidder;

d. The price of Incidental Services, as mentioned in Schedule of Requirement and Price Schedule;
e. The prices of Site Modification Work (if any), as mentioned in Schedule of Requirement, Technical

Specifications and Price Schedule.
f. The Rate quoted for a product or services should be including all taxes. No additional charge/tax etc

will be paid by AIIA, if claimed by Supplier at later stage.
g. Rates quoted will remain valid and fixed for entire bid validity period and/or for extended period.

Bidder will not be allowed the change/modify rates during bid validity period.
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h. Rate quoted should be unit wise and rate cannot be quoted beyond Maximum Retail Price(MRP).
i. The price of annual CMC, as mentioned in Schedule of Requirement,  Technical Specification and

Price Schedule(Wherever applicable).
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Additional information and instruction on Duties and Taxes:

11. (a)  Octroi  Duty  and  Local  Duties  &  Taxes:  Normally,  goods  to  be  supplied  to  Government
Departments  against  Government  contracts  are  exempted  from  levy  of  town  duty,  Octroi  duty,
terminal tax and other levies of local bodies. However, on some occasions, the local bodies (like town
body, municipal  body etc.)  as  per  their  regulations  allow such exemptions  only on production  of
certificate  to  this  effect  from the  concerned  Government  Department.  Keeping  this  in  view,  the
supplier shall ensure that the stores to be supplied by the supplier against the contract placed by the
purchaser  are  exempted  from levy  of  any  such  duty  or  tax  and,  wherever  necessary,  obtain  the
exemption certificate from the purchaser. The purchaser will issue the certificate to the supplier within
a week positively from the date of receipt of request from the supplier. However, if a local body still
insists upon payment of receipt of such duties and taxes, the same shall be borne by the supplier . The
institute will not be responsible for any such payments/reimbursement etc.

(b)Goods and Services Tax (GST) as per GST Act 2017: If a Bidder asks for Goods and Services
Tax to be paid extra, the rate and nature of Goods and Services Tax applicable should be shown
separately in their GST Compliant Invoices. The Goods and Services Tax will be paid as per the rate at
which it is liable to be assessed or has actually been assessed provided the transaction is legally liable
to Goods and Services Tax and is payable as per the terms of the contract. If any refund of Tax is
received at a later date, the Supplier must return the amount forth-with to the purchaser

(c)The need for indication of all such price components by the Bidders, as required in this clause (viz.,
General Terms and Condition (Clause 10)  is for the purpose of comparison of the tenders by the
purchaser and will no way restrict the purchaser’s right to award the contract on the selected Bidder on
any of the terms offered.

12. Warranty Declaration for 63 months(To be submitted by the manufacturer)
I. Bidder have to submit a written guarantee/warranty from the manufacturers stating that the equipment

being offered is the latest model as per the specifications and the spares for the equipment will be
available for a period of at least 5 years after the guarantee/warranty period.

II. The manufacturer will have to keep the institute informed of any up-date of the equipment over a
period of next 5 years and undertake to provide the same to the institute at no extra cost and also they
will supply regularly any items of spare parts requisitioned by the purchaser for satisfactory operation
of the equipment till the life span of the equipment, if and when required on agreed price.

III. Guarantee/warranty to the effect that before going out of production of spare parts, the manufacturer
and/or Bidders will give adequate advance notice to the purchaser of the equipment so that the later
may undertake to procure the balance of the life time requirements of spare parts.

IV. The Guarantee/warranty to the effect that the manufacturer will make available to the institute, the
blue-prints and drawing of the spare parts if and when required in connection with the equipment.

V. The supplier warrants comprehensively for 60 months Onsite Warranty including Spare Parts
&Labour etc. that the Equipment/Stores supplied under the contract is new, unused and in corporate
all recent improvements and design and materials unless prescribed otherwise by the purchaser in the
contract.  The supplier further warrants that the Equipment/Stores supplied under the contract shall
have no defect arising from design, materials (except when the design adopted and / or the material
used  are  as  per  the  Purchaser’s/Consignee’s  specifications)  or  workmanship  or  from  any  act  or
omission of the supplier that may develop under normal use of the supplied Equipment under the
conditions prevailing in India.

o No conditional warranty like mishandling, manufacturing defects etc will be acceptable.
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o Comprehensive Warranty as well as Comprehensive Maintenance contract should be inclusive of all

accessories.

o Replacement and repair will be undertaken for the defective Equipment/Stores.

o Proper marking has to be made for all spares for identification like printing of installation and repair

dates.

VI. Upon receipt of such notice, the supplier shall, within 48 hours on a 24 X 7 basis respond to take
action to repair or replace the defective Equipment/Stores or parts thereof, free of cost, at the ultimate
destination. The supplier shall take over the replaced parts/ Equipment / Stores after providing their
replacements  and  no  claim,  whatsoever  shall  lie  on  the  purchaser  for  such  replaced
Parts/Equipment/Stores  thereafter.  Non-replacement  will  attract  appropriate  penalty  including
forfeiture of performance security on repetition of such misconduct. 

VII. The Bidder hereby declares that the goods/equipment/stores/articles supplied to the buyer under this
contract shall be of the best quality and workmanship and shall be strictly in accordance with the
specifications and the particulars contained/mentioned in the clauses hereof and the Bidder hereby
guarantee/Warranty that the said goods / equipment / stores/ articles conform to the description and
quality aforesaid. The purchaser will be entitled to reject the said goods/equipment/stores/articles or
such portion  thereof  as  may be discovered  not  to  conform to the said description  and quality  as
follows: -

a. Bidder  should  state  categorically  whether  they  have  fully  trained  technical  staff  or
installation/commissioning of the equipment and efficient after sales services.

b. It is specifically required that the Bidder/Supplier will supply all the operating and service manuals
along with blue-prints and drawings including circuit diagram of the equipment supplied as well as its
components.

VIII. If the supplier, having been notified, fails to respond to take action to replace the defect(s) within 48
hours on 24X7 basis, the purchaser may proceed to take such remedial action(s) as deemed fit by the
purchaser, at the risk and expense of the supplier and without prejudice to other contractual rights and
remedies, which the purchaser may have against the supplier.

IX. During Warranty/CMC period, the supplier is required to visit at consignee’s site at least once in 3
months  commencing  from  the  date  of  the  installation  for  preventive  maintenance  of  the
Equipment/Stores.

X. The Supplier along with its Indian Agent and the CMC provider shall ensure continued supply of the
spare parts for the machines and Equipment supplied by them to the purchaser for 10 years from the
date of installation and handing over.

13. CMC for Five Years period after completion of 5 Years onsite free of Cost Warranty:
The bidder will give an onsite guarantee/ warranty for trouble free functioning and maintenance of the
facility  for  5  Years  including  spares  and  labour  from the  date  of  installation,  commissioning  and
acceptance of the facility. The bidder would submit a performance bank guarantee of 3% the cost of the
Purchase Order for the period of warranty /CMC plus 3 months indemnifying the hospital against all
losses  incurred  by  the  hospital  during  the  warranty/maintenance  period  in  the  format  given  at
“Annexure-VI”. This has to be submitted after satisfactory installation along with the bills. The firm
shall  also  quote  for  CMC  charges  which  is  applicable  for  the  next  5  years  after  expiry  of  the
comprehensive warranty period of 5 years in the “Annexure-V” for each Equipment/item (on which the
Warranty/Guarantee applicable).  The price quoted for CMC will  be considered along with price of
required Instruments/equipment in financial bid.  
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14. The bidder should quote rates of optional accessories/consumables/spares as per Annexure-IV and the
rate should be valid till the validity of the contract.

15. Bidders  are  required  to  quote  strictly  as  per  specification  of  the  equipment.  If,  deviation  from
specification, it must be brought out clearly giving deviation statement in Annexure-VII.

16. Additional features (in case of equipment), if any, should be listed separately in the offer. However,
technical and financial evaluation will be done as per the specification mention at Annexure-I.

17. The bidder should submit an undertaking for acceptance of Terms & Conditions at  Annexure-VIII
including to the effect that they have necessary infrastructure for maintenance of the equipment and
will provide accessories/spares as and when required by the indenter for 05 years after expiry of the
Warranty period.

18. Applicability of Anti-Profiteering Rule under GST Act 2017: No item should be quoted with price
more than the M.R.P. by any Supplier Agency to AIIA DELHI. The MRP is required to be clearly
mentioned on each of the supplied item/its packaging in their offered pack size. The prices should be
quoted strictly in accordance with unit/pack Size and Strength/Potency mentioned in the schedule of
Requirement at  Annexure-I in the given Price Quotation format. The Anti-Profiteering Rule under
GST Act 2017 is applicable against this Tender Enquiry on which the Supplier Agency should have
mandatorily  to pass on the benefit  due to reduction in rate of tax to the AIIA DELHI by way of
commensurate reduction in their prices. If any Supplier Agency found defaulter for following of above
said rule (i.e.  passing all  the benefits  of GST Tax Regime price reductions to AIIA DELHI), the
necessary action deemed fit as per GST Act 2017 shall be initiated against such defaulter firm.

19. Fall  Clause:  If  at  any  time  during  the  execution  of  the  contract,  the
Contractor/Manufacture/Distributor/Dealer reduces the sale price or sells or offers to sell such stores,
as  are  covered  under  the  contract,  to  any  person/organization  including  the  purchaser  or  any
department of Central Government or any other AIIA/PSUs at a price lower than the price chargeable
under the contract during the Current Financial Year, he shall forthwith notify Director, AIIA DELHI.
The necessary difference amount about such reduction or sale or offer of sale to the purchaser and the
price payable under the contract for the stores supplied after the date of coming in to force of such
reduction or sale or offer of sale shall stand correspondingly reduced and deposited to AIIA DELHI by
the  Bidder  or  AIIA  DELHI  will  deduct  from the  pending  bills/Performance  Security  Deposit  to
recover the loss to the Government.

20. The  Director,  AIIA,  DELHI  has  full  authority  to  take  in  to  account  the  performance  of
manufacturer/authorized dealer or distributor / bidder and they should submit a latest  performance
certificate  (not  older  than  previous  financial  year  2020-21)  from  any  other  Govt.
Hospitals/Institutions/PSUs to testify the proper dealing & performance as well  as installation and
maintenance of equipment.

21. Terms of Delivery of Products, Penalty/Liquidation Damage:

I. Delivery of stores shall be F.O.R to AIIA DELHI. The AIIA DELHI is not liable for payments on
account of  Freight/Taxes/Expenditures which are to be paid inclusively by the suppliers.

II. The firm will be bound to supply Delivery time for the items of Indian make within 6 weeks (42
Days). Thereafter suitable action as deemed fit, will be initiated. The hospital will recover the general
damages or extra expenditure incurred in the risk purchase at  the risk and cost of the bidder and
amount paid in excess shall be deducted from their pending bills. The above shall be in addition to
forfeiture  of  Bid Security  and black  listing  of  the  firm depending upon the  circumstances  of  the
default/gravity of the case.
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III. The  period  of  delivery  strictly  to  be  followed  by  the  Supplier  Agency  as  per  time  period
communicated  through Purchase/Supply  Order  through e-mail/hard  copy  through speed post.  The
penalty of .5% of the value of order per week for delayed supply of the order. Maximum delay of 3
weeks i.e. 21 Days. No supplies will be entertained thereafter, and it will be treated as withdrawal by
the  bidder  for  which  action  will  be  taken  as  per  the  bid  security  declaration  and  other  relevant
rules/guidelines  issue by Government  in this regard.  Part  supplies  will  not be accepted/allowed at
AIIA DELHI.

22. INSPECTION OF SUPPLIES & ACCEPTANCE:

Inspection will be done by the duly a Committee constituted by Director, AIIA, Delhi and or
its authorized representatives in AIIA DELHI Hospital premises at designated place in presentence of
supplier or its representative. Any cost incurred for carry out the inspection/testing etc, shall be borne
by  Supplier  Agency.  The  supplied  goods  will  be  accepted  by  Institute  on  approval  of  the
Committee.

23. INCIDENTAL SERVICES:

The supplier shall be required to perform the following services at Consignee Site:

a) Installation & commissioning, Supervision and Demonstration of the Equipment/Goods
b) Bidders have to utilize their own manpower viz Engineers, Technician, labourers (skill/unskilled) for

setting up of the lab. 
c) Providing required jigs and tools for assembly, minor Civil/Electrical/ Plumbing / any other needed

engineering works etc required for the completion of the installation.
d) Training  of  Consignee’s  Doctors,  Staff,  operator  etc.  For  operating  and  maintaining  the

Equipment/Goods
e) Supplying required number of operation & maintenance manual for the goods

24. DISTRIBUTION OF DISPATCH DOCUMENTS FOR CLEARANCE/RECEIPT OF GOODS

The  supplier  shall  send  all  the  relevant  dispatch  documents  well  in  time  to  the
Purchaser/Consignee to  enable  the Purchaser/Consignee clear  or receive  (as  the case may be) the
goods in terms of the contract. Within 24 hours of dispatch, the supplier shall notify the purchaser,
consignee, and others concerned if mentioned in the contract/purchase Order, the complete details of
dispatch  and  also  supply  the  following  documents  by  registered  post/  speed  post/courier  (or  as
instructed in the contract):

i. Three copies of supplier’s invoices showing contract number, goods description, quantity, unit price
and total amount;

ii. Two copies of packing listed identifying contents of each package;
iii. Certificate of origin for goods of foreign origin;
iv. Insurance Certificate.
v. Manufacturers/Supplier’s warranty certificate & In-house inspection certificate.

25. Taxes, Duties, Incidental Services and Warranties: Supplier shall be entirely responsible for all
taxes, duties, fees, levies, incidental Services, Warranties etc. incurred until delivery of the contracted
goods to the purchaser.

26. Terms and mode of payment:

26.1. Final Payment shall be made subject to recoveries, if any, by way of liquidated damages or any other
charges as per terms &conditions of contract in the following manner:
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I. Payment for Goods:  Payment shall  be made in Indian Rupees as specified in the contract  in the
following manner:

(a) On delivery (Preferably within three weeks time of “Consignee Receipt Certificate(CRC)”and
Subject to submission of following documents)

Seventy  percent  (70%) payment  of  the  contract  price  shall  be  paid  on  receipt  of  goods  in  good
condition and upon the submission of the following documents subject to recovery of LD, if any:

1. Three copies of supplier’s invoice showing contract number, goods description, quantity, unit price
and total amount

2. Two copies of packing list identifying contents of each package
3. Inspection certificate, if any
4. Insurance Certificate, if any
5. Certificate of origin for imported goods
6. Consignee  Receipt  Certificate  in  original  issued  by  the  authorized  User  Department

representatives/Concerned Stores Representative of the consignee.

(b) On Acceptance (Preferably within 45 days time of “Final Acceptance Certificate (FAC)”and
Subject to submission of following documents):

Balance Thirty percent (30%) payment would be made against ‘Final Acceptance certificate (FAC)’ of
Equipment /Goods to be issued by the User Department of the Consignees subject to recoveries, if
any,  either  on account  of  non-rectification  of  defects/deficiencies  not  attended  by the Supplier  or
otherwise.  FAC needs to  be  issued by the  designated  Official  of  the  consignee  after  installation,
commissioning, testing and Four to Six weeks of successful trail run of the equipment in the User
Department.

II. Payment of Site Modification Work, if any:

Site Modification Work payment will be made to the bidder/ manufacturer’s agent to its Indian Office
in Indian rupees as indicated in the relevant Price Schedule (as per prevailing rate of exchange ruling
on the date of Contract) and shall not be subject to further escalation / exchange variation. This will be
paid on proof  of  final  installation;  commissioning and acceptance  of  equipment  by the consignee
within the price quoted in the price Schedule and approved by AIIA, DELHI means AIIA DELHI will
not pay any extra amount for any work beyond the approved prices to any bidder.

III. Payment for Annual Comprehensive Maintenance Contract Charges:

The consignee will enter into CMC with the supplier at the rates as stipulated in the contract. The
payment of CMC will be made on the last Quarter of the 6th Year onwards on year to year basis after
satisfactory completion of said 5 Year free of Cost Warranty period, duly certified by the consignee on
receipt of bank guarantee for an amount equivalent to 3% of the cost of the 5 Years CMC Value as per
contract in the prescribed format given at “Annexure-V”

26.2. The supplier shall not claim any interest on payments under the contract.

26.3. Where there is a statutory requirement for tax deduction at source, such deduction towards income tax
and other tax as applicable will be made from the bills payable to the Supplier at rates as notified from
time to time by the Government. 

26.4. The supplier shall send its claim for payment in writing, when contractually due, along with relevant
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documents etc., duly signed with date, to respective consignees.

26.5. While claiming payment, the supplier is also to certify in the bill that the payment being claimed is
strictly in terms of the contract and all the obligations on the part of the supplier for claiming that
payment has been fulfilled as required under the contract.

26.6. While claiming reimbursement of duties, taxes etc. (like custom duty and/or GST or any other taxes)
from the Purchaser/Consignee, as and if permitted under the contract, the supplier shall also certify
that, in case it gets any refund out of such taxes and duties from the concerned authorities at a later
date, it (the supplier) shall refund to the Purchaser/Consignee forth with.

26.7. In case where the supplier is not in a position to submit its bill for the balance payment for want of
receipted copies of Inspection Note from the consignee and the consignee has not complained about
the non-receipt, shortage, or defects in the supplies made, balance amount will be paid by the paying
authority without consignee’s receipt certificate after three months from the date of the preceding part
payment for the goods in question, subject to the following conditions: -

 The supplier will make Equipment/goods for any defect or deficiency that the consignee(s) may report
within six months from the date of dispatch of goods.

 Delay in supplies, if any, has been regularized subject to deduction of applicable LD.
 The contract price where it is subject to variation has been finalized.
 The supplier furnishes the following undertakings on the stamp paper of appropriate value. 

I/We, ____________________certify that I/We have not received back the  Inspection
Note Duly receipted by the consignee or any communication from the purchaser or the consignee

about non-receipt, shortage or defects in the goods supplied.   I/  We  ..  ….  ……  ……  …
agree to make good any defect or deficiency that the consignee may report within three months from
the date of receipt of this balance payment.

27. OTHERS:

Technical Evaluation Committee/Procurement Committee and other committees as constituted by the
Competent Authority will decide regarding approval of Items, Rates and Quantities required to be
procured  (increase/decrease  in  either  side  as  indicated  at  Annexure-I)  for  different  categories  of
Equipment/items as per requirement of AIIA, DELHI. Decision of the Director, AIIA will be final and
binding to all parties.

The Bidder shall not be allowed to transfer, assign, pledge or sub-contract its rights and liabilities
under  this  contract  to  any other  agency(ies)  without  prior  written  consent  of  the  Director,  AIIA,
DELHI. If it is found that the firm has given sub-contract to another Agency, the contract shall stand
cancelled & the performance security deposit of such Bidder shall be forfeited by AIIA, DELHI.

The AIIA, DELHI shall not be responsible for any financial loss or other damaged or injury to any
item or person deployed/supplied by the Supplier Agency in the course of their performing the duties
to this office in connection with purchase order/supply order for supplying/installation/commissioning
of the ordered Equipment/Stores/Goods/Items at AIIA, DELHI.

28. PACKING & MARKING OF SUPPLIES: -

(a) The firm shall supply the stores with proper packing and marking for transit so as to be received at
destination free from any loss or damage. The stores supplied by the bidder should strictly conform to
the  labelling  provisions  laid  down under  the  latest  Drugs  & Cosmetic  Rules  or  other  applicable
statutory provisions.
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(b) All goods/stores supplied to the hospital shall have to be stamped, “The AIIA DELHI Supply only”
and printed “NOT FOR SALE” in bold letters with indelible ink (where as applicable).

29. BAR-CODING OF ITEMS:

Each item (the unit packs, inter packs as well as final packs etc.) should be bar-coded to comply
with GS-1 or EAN/UPC or GS1-128 bar-coding standards at different packaging levels. For details
and  specification  of  GS-1  bar-coding  http://www.gs1india.org.in/gs1barcodes/pc_index.htm     maybe
referred (Optional) (whereas applicable).

Bidder/Firms  have  to  supply  the  Sterility  Certificate  for  sterilized  consumable  items
manufactured in India or abroad from the concerned principal manufacturer (whereas applicable).

30. FORCE MAJEURE: -

Any failing or omission to carry out the provision of the contract by the supplier shall not give rise to
any claim by any party, one against the either, if such failure of omission or arises from an act of God,
which  shall  include all  acts  of  natural  calamities  such as fire,  flood,  earthquake hurricane or any
pestilence or from civil strikes, compliance with any stature and/or regulation of the Government, look
outs and strikes, riots, embargoes or from any political or other reasons beyond the suppliers control
including war (whether declared or not) civil war or state or insurrection, provided that notice or the
occurrence of any event by either party to the other shall be given within two weeks from the date of
occurrence of such an event which could be attributed to ‘force majeure ‘conditions.

31. DISPUTES AND ARBITRATION:

All disputes or differences arising during the execution of the contract shall be resolved by the mutual
discussion  failing  which  the  matter  will  be  referred  to  an  Arbitrator  who  will  appointed  by  the
Director, AIIA, DELHI for Arbitration for settlement of disputes in accordance with Arbitration &
Conciliation  Act  1996  or  its  subsequent  amendment,  whose  decision  shall  be  blinding  on  the
contracting parties.

32. LAW GOVERNING THE CONTRACT AND JURISDICTION:

The contract Governed under Contract Act 1872 Indian Competition Act 2002 and instructions thereon
from the government of India issued in this regard from time to time. The Court of DELHI shall alone
have jurisdiction to decide any dispute arising out of or in respect of the contract.

33. PERFORMANCE SECURITY DEPOSIT:

The  successful  Bidder  will  be  liable  to  deposit  3% of  value  of  the  Contract/Purchase  Order  as
Performance Security Deposit in favor of “Director, AIIA DELHI” by way of “Performance Bank
Guarantee in the format given at Annexure-VI in the form of Fixed Deposit Receipt” from Scheduled
Nationalized/Commercial Bank refundable after expiry of the tenders/or after the completion of 5years
warranty period + 3 months (valid for i.e. 63 months) in case of supply of Equipment,  subject to
successful fulfillment of terms and conditions, on receipt of requisite No dues certificate from the
concerned departments/authorities. Security Deposit is liable to be forfeited if the bidder withdraws or
impairs or derogates the bid in any respect. For CMC after expiry of warranty period, the 3% Security
Deposit of total CMC cost of Equipment shall require to be deposited by the Bidder to AIIA, DELHI
in the format given at “Annexure-VI”.

34. RECOVERY OF EXCESS PAYMENT MADE TO SUPPLIER AGENCY:

If a result of post payment audit any over payment is detected in respect of any supply/work done by
the supplier Agency or alleged to have been done by the Agency under this Tender Enquiry, it shall be
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recovered by the Institution from the Agency and Agency is liable to be deposit back the excess extra
amount received by them from their agreeable amount as per Purchase Order/Work Order from AIIA
DELHI within 30 days time period as and when they will receive written request from AIIA DELHI in
this connection.

35. UNDER PAYMENT TO BE MADE TO SUPPLIER AGENCY:

If a result of post payment audit any under payment is detected in respect of any supply/work done by
the supplier Agency under this Tender Enquiry, it shall be duly paid by the Institution to the concerned
Supplier Agency.

36. RESPONSIBILITY  OF  SUPPLIER  AGENCY  FOR  PROVIDING  COPIES  OF  RELVANT
RECORDS:

The Supplier Agency shall provide the copies of relevant records during the period of contract or
otherwise even after the contract is over as and when asked by AIIA, DELHI.

No bidder/or  his representative shall  bring or attempt to bring any political  or other outside
influence to bear upon any superior authority or hospital functionaries to further this business interest.
In doing so, tender of the concerned bidder will be rejected without assigning any reason.

37. SERVICE SUPPORT AND REDRESSEAL OF COMPLAINT:  All Bidders have to provide a
dedicated/Toll free No. for service support and an Escalation Matrix along with Name, Designation
and Mobile number of contact person.

38. SUBMISSION  OF MORE THAN  ONE OFFER: If  any  bidder  is  participating  in  this  tender
through more than one offer in the capacity of Director/ Proprietor/Partnership in other firms. They
have to submit a declaration to this effect for bringing it to the notice of Institute.

39. BID EVALUATION CRITERIA:

(i) All  the  bidder  shall  be primarily  evaluated  on pre-qualification  criterion  viz  having submitted  all
relevant documents, fulfilling statutory obligations/compliance, Experience, Turnover etc.  

(ii) Bidders fulfilling PQC conditions will be evaluated on technical parameters.
(iii) Technically qualified bidders will be considered for financial evaluation.
(iv) Financial  Evaluation  will  be  done on the  basis  of  rate  quoted  for  item along with  5 year  onsite

warranty and cumulative rate for 5 years extended(i.e. 6th to 10th Year) warranty/CMC. Price quoted
shall be considered final including all taxes/charges etc. as indicated in Bid document.

(v) For the supply of Spares/ Consumables/Optional Accessories, if any, the selected bidder (L1) shall be
bound to supply these items on the lowest rate quoted by any of technically qualified bidder.

40. EXCLUSIVE RIGHT:

The Director,  AIIA DELHI, India has the full  and exclusive right to accept or reject,  increase or
decrease order quantity, any or all the tenders without assigning any reasons and also to cancel the
supply at any time without assigning any reason.
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Chapter-IV

Eligibility Criteria for bidders

1. Original Equipment Manufacturer or their Authorized dealers are eligible to participate in the tender.

2. Authorized  Representatives: Bids  of  bidders  quoting  as  authorized  representative  of  a  principal
manufacturer would also be eligible, provided:

Their  principal  manufacturer  meets  all  the  criteria  above  without  exemption,  and  the  principal
manufacturer  furnishes  a  legally  enforceable  tender-specific  authorization  in  the  prescribed  form
assuring full guarantee and warranty obligations as per the general and special conditions of contract.

3. Signed and scanned valid copy of Firm/Company Registration/Incorporation Certificate.

4. Signed and scanned copy of GST Registration and proof of latest quarter GST returns filed copies by
the participating Bidder Company.

5. Signed and scanned copy of PAN Card in the name of firm/company.

6. Experience and Past Performance:

(a) The bidder should have manufactured and supplied/erected/commissioned similar type of works with
the same or higher specifications as mentioned at  Annexure-I  during last three years, ending 31st

March of the previous financial year 2020-21 and out of which
(b) At least one number of such works should be in successful operation for at least two years on the

date of bid opening.
(c) the bidder himself  should have been associated,  as authorized representative of the same or other

Principal Manufacturer for same set of services as in present bid (supply, installation, satisfactorily
commissioning, after sales service as the case may be) for same or similar ‘Product’ for past three
years ending on 31st Mar 2020.

(d) However, the bidders registered as MSME in the relevant category will be exempted from condition of
turnover, and past performance as per Government guidelines. Bidders seeking exemption shall have
to  submit  required  document  along  with  bids.  No  claim  for  relaxations  will  be  entertained  after
submission of bid

Criteria 2 - Capability- Equipment & manufacturing Facilities: 

‘The bidder’ must have an annual capacity to manufacture and supply (erected/commissioned) at least
one number of such works or item wise supply capacity with commissioning. 
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Criteria 3 - Financial Standing - under all conditions

a) The average annual financial turnover of ‘The bidder’ during the last three years, ending on 31st March
of the previous financial  year 2020-21, should be at   68.0 Lakh₹ s per the annual report  (audited
balance sheet and profit & loss account) of the relevant period, duly authenticated by a Chartered
Accountant/Cost Accountant in India or equivalent in relevant countries.

b) Bidder Firm (manufacturer or principal of authorized representative) should not have suffered any
financial loss for more than one year during the last three years, ending on 31 st March of the previous
financial year 2020-21.

Note:In case of Indian Bidders/Companies (manufacturer or principal of authorized representative)
who have been restructured by Banks in India, under the statutory guidelines, they would be deemed
to  have  qualified  the  Financial  standing  criteria  considering  the  institutional  financial  backing
available to them.

Applicability in Special Cases:

c) Applicability to ‘Make in India: Bidders (manufacturer or principal of authorized representative) who
have a valid/approved ongoing ‘Make in India’ agreement/program and who while meeting all other
criteria  above,  except  for any or more of sub-criteria  in Experience and Past  Performance above,
would also be considered to be qualified provided:

(i) Their foreign ‘Make-in-India’ associates meet all the criteria above without exemption, and 
(ii) The Bidder submits appropriate  documentary proof for a valid/approved ongoing ‘Make in India’

agreement/program.
(iii) The bidder (manufacturer  or principal of authorized representative)  furnishes along with the bid a

legally  enforceable  undertaking  jointly  executed  by  himself  and  such  foreign  Manufacturer  for
satisfactory manufacture, Supply (and erection, commissioning if applicable) and performance of ‘The
Product’  offered  including  all  warranty  obligations  as  per  the  general  and  special  conditions  of
contract.

d) Authorized Representatives: Bids of bidders quoting as authorized representative of a

Principal manufacturer would also be considered to be qualified, provided:

(i) Their  principal  manufacturer  meets  all  the  criteria  above  without  exemption,  and  the  principal
manufacturer  furnishes  a  legally  enforceable  tender-specific  authorization  in  the  prescribed  form
assuring full guarantee and warranty obligations as per the general and special conditions of contract;
and

(ii) the bidder himself  should have been associated,  as authorized representative of the same or other
Principal Manufacturer for same set of services as in present bid (supply, installation, satisfactorily
commissioning, after sales service as the case may be) for same or similar ‘Product’ for past three
years ending on 31stMarch of the previous financial year 2020-21.

e) Joint Ventures and Holding Companies: Credentials of the partners of Joint ventures cannot (repeat
cannot) be clubbed for the purpose of compliance of PQC in supply of Goods/Equipment, and each
partner must comply with all the PQC criteria independently. However, for the purpose of qualifying
the Financial  Standing Criteria,  the Financial  Standing credentials  of  a  Holding Company can be
clubbed  with  only  one  of  the  fully  owned  subsidiary  bidding  company,  with  appropriate  legal
documents proving such ownership.

f) Along with all the necessary documents/certificates required as per the tender conditions, the bidder
should furnish a brief write-up, backed with adequate data, explaining his available capacity (both
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technical  and financial),  for  manufacture  and supply  of  the  required  goods/equipment,  within  the
specified time of completion, after meeting all their current commitments.

g) Supporting documents submitted by the bidder must be certified as follows:

(i) All  copy  of  supply/work  order;  respective  completion  certificate  and  contact  details  of  clients;
documents  issued  by  the  relevant  Industries  Department/National  Small  Industries  Corporation
(NSIC)/manufacturing  license;  annual  report,  etc.,  in  support  of  experience,  past  performance and
capacity/capability should be authenticated by the by the person authorized to sign the tender on behalf
of the bidder. Original Documents must be submitted for inspection, if so demanded.

(ii) All  financial  standing  data  should  be  certified  by  certified  accountants,  for  example,  Chartered
Accountants/Cost  Accountants  or  equivalent  in  relevant  countries;  and  Indian  bidder  or  Indian
counterparts of foreign bidders should furnish their Permanent Account Number. Singed and attested
legible  scanned copies  of  at  least  three Numbers  of  Previous  Purchase  Order  Copies  for  each of
participating  item,  which  has  been  supplied  to  various  reputed  Government
Hospitals/Institutions/PSU’s/Other reputed Hospitals/Institutions in India in last Three Financial Years
in Chronological  Order  from FY-2017-2018 to  FY-2019-2020 for  pre-qualification  bid evaluation
purpose.

7. Signed copy of duly filled-in PFMS Form of AIIA, DELHI in the format given at Annexure-IX.
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Annexure-I

Specifications of items of Simulation Lab

1) SPECIFICATION FOR ADVANCE ADULT CPR
1. The simulator should be suitable for conducting Comprehensive CPR Training with accurate, high

fidelity real time digital feedback, plus be able to provide a report on the analysis of skills performed.
2. Should be a high quality torso manikin to withstand vigorous training sessions.
3. It should be possible to practice the Jaw thrust manoeuvre. 
4. It should require accurate head tilt-chin lift positioning to physically open the airway.
5. It  should be possible to modify chest stiffness by adjusting an external slider at the back of the

manikin without the need to either change springs or open the manikin. 
6. Chest depth movement must provide for a physical movement in excess of 6.5cm and be warranted

for 1 million compressions
7. Manikin should not require internal batteries for operation and should work without batteries at all

times.
8. Should have easy to clean hygienic system with disposable head bag and should be supplied with

multiple faces for hygiene.

9. Should have auto-calibration facility to determine the pressure on the chest and current position of
the chest before compression activities are started and should store this information in the data file
for each compression activity.

10. Should have facility  to measure,  record and continuously display real time colour coded bars of
Information regarding quality of Chest Compressions including rate, depth, degree of release /non
release,  too  deep compressions  and hitting  the  bottom to  enable  the  instructor  and student  take
immediate corrective action.

11. The simulator should show the degree of non-release of the chest for each chest compression and this
should be available in a report.

12. The simulator should display a graph showing the real time ongoing effect of the quality of CPR
being performed and of interruptions to compressions on the state of cerebral perfusion.

13. Should have facility of measurement and objective real time display of information for the volume
and timing of ventilations and the rate of the air flow for all ventilations activities.

14. It should provide Real Time Visual Colour Display of the Rate of flow of air into the lungs and
display that to an accuracy of0.01 seconds as air flows into the lungs. 

15. It should also provide for the measurement and display of the volume of air flow in litres or cubic
centimetres for each ventilation.

16. It  should  also  provide  for  the  measurement  of  the  Interval  between  Ventilations  during  Rescue
Breathing and display that to an accuracy of 0.01 seconds.

17. It  should  provide  a  training  activity  for  improving the  two ventilations  in  30:2  CPR where  the
volume and rate  of the ventilation as well  as the interval  between the two breaths is  accurately
displayed.

18. It should have a self-test mode where the visual Feedback can be turned On or Off and this state
must be reflected in the saved data file.

19. It should have a feature to turn on and off a Metronome (an audio feedback to help with timing
during activities).

20. It should have a feature to modify the training parameters such as changing the number of cycles and
number of compressions to suit particular training needs.

21. It should be possible to use the manikin with mechanical CPR machines which purport to perform
chest compressions to allow for training in correct set up and use of mechanical CPR machine.
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22. There should not be any limit on number of users and it should be possible to install the software
application  on  a  normal  windows  laptop/computer  or  multiple  windows  laptops  without  any
additional license cost/user fee.

23. It should be capable of being operated through direct USB cable connection or wirelessly through an
OTG compatible android device; 

24. Simulator should provide a consolidated training report in excel as well as chart form . It should be
possible  to  monitor  and  collect  reports  from  multiple  training  sites  and  email  the  same  from
controller.

25. It should have facility to create different user/student accounts for accurate data storage and analysis 

26. Should  be  supplied  complete  with  Manikin  Torso  with  Jacket,  laptop  controller,  operation  and
reporting software, disposable head bags-20 nos

27. Optional Arms and Legs to simulate a Full Body must be available

2) SPECIFICATIONS OF MULTIPURPOSE TRANSPARENT LAVAGE MODEL
1. The model should be adult upper body, the chest should be marked for anatomy science
2. The manikin should be adult table top torso model
3. Should  reproduce  anatomical  structure  including  oral  cavity,  denture,  tongue,  epiglottis,  larynx

arytenoid, vocal cords, tracheal, bronchia, lungs, heart, esophagus, midriff, pancreas, liver, cholecyst,
colon, small intestine;

4. Gastric Lavage training should include lavage via oral and nasal passage with stomach pump, gastric
tube  and  automatic  gastrolavage  machine;  Techniques  including  gastrointestinal  decompression,
gastric  juice  sampling,  duodenum drain,  balloon  tamponade,  gavage,  aspiration  of  oxygen,  oral
hygiene, suctioning via oral and nasal passage, OP tube insertion should be practiced on the model;

5. The whole process from tube insertion to withdrawal through transparent cover should be observed
6. The transparent chest shells should show operation
7. Should be able to drain out Lavage liquid conveniently.
8. Should have a light warning system, which should demonstrates duodenal drainage operation
9. Should  be  supplied  complete  with  the  following:  Multi-purpose  Transparent  Lavage  Model  ,

Gastrointestinal tube , Latex glove , Pump bulb

3) SPECIFICATIONS OF ARTICULATING BLOOD PRESSURE TRAINER ARM
1. This model should simulated left hand. 
2. It should have remarkable exterior features and precise anatomical structure. Arterial blood pressure 

measurement training to be run on this simulator.
3. Should measure Blood pressure in the arm, the blood pressure can be measured with real 

sphygmomanometer and stethoscope.
4. It should provide the sound of Korok off Gap.
5. The contraction pressure and diastolic pressure should be set individually before practice.
6. The numerical value of the contraction pressure and the diastolic pressure should be set in any value.
7. Pressure value should indicate by mm Hg.
8. The setting precision should be as low as 1 mm Hg.
9. Audio volume should be adjustable.
10. A monitor should be used in practice.

4) SPECIFICATION OF TRANSPARENT MALE CATHETERIZATION
1. Should be a Lifelike external genitalia
2. Should  have  a  relative  position  of  the  pelvis  and  bladder  which  should  be  observed  through

transparent pubis, pelvic position is fixed, the position of the bladder should be observed and the
angle of the catheter.
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3. Should insert the catheter resistance and pressure similar to the real human body
4. Should Practice the various steps the catheter, so that it can observed from the outside the balloon

catheter dilation and expansion of catheter placement.
5. Clinical criteria should be used double-cavity tube or three-cavity tube, the formation of the genitals

should be raised 60 ° angle with the abdomen, reflecting the three curved three narrow
6. Insertion of Catheter should be correctly, so that "urine" will be out.

5) SPECIFICATIONS OF FEMALE CATHETERIZATION SIMULATOR
It should have the following features:
1. It should be realistic, just as in a real patient.
2. It should consist of bladder, urethra, sphincter urethra and other anatomical structure.
3. The  external  surfaces  of  equipment  must  have  a  A-biotic  layer  which  continuously  reduce  the

bacteria and microbes by 95% to prevent spread of diseases, without repeated use of chemicals.
4. Should have clitoris, meatus urinarius and Vaginal opening should be seen when separate the labia

minora. 
5. All solutions required for maintaining the efficacy of the A-biotic Layer of the equipment's surfaces

must be supplied along with equipment for the warranty period.
6. Should have resistance when advance the catheter through urethral sphincter.
7. The user manual must have all technical data and user must be able to perform functions such as

finding keyword and saving screen shots on contents of the user manual.
8. It should be supplied in the box with standard accessories.
9. It should be light in weight.

6) SPECIFICATIONS OF MALE CATHETERIZATION SIMULATOR
It should have the following features:
1. It should be realistic, just as in a real patient.
2. The  external  surfaces  of  equipment  must  have  a  A-biotic  layer  which  continuously  reduce  the

bacteria and microbes by 95% to prevent spread of diseases, without repeated use of chemicals.
3. The lubricated catheter should be able inserted through the urethra into the bladder.
4. Catheterization through the mucosal folds, urethral bulb and sphincter.
5. All solutions required for maintaining the efficacy of the A-biotic Layer of the equipment's surfaces

must be supplied along with equipment for the warranty period.
6. Should be able to change the body posture and position of the penis, allows the catheter to enter

smoothly.
7. The Product catalogue must state that the solution used by it will not lead to mutation at surfaces and

that the method to neutralise bacteria and fungus is a micro mechanical killing.
8. It should be supplied in the box with standard accessories.
9. It should be light in weight

7) SPECIFICATIONS OF INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION OF UPPER ARM MUSCLES
It should have the following features:
1. The model can be worn on the shoulders of students, a group practice for two students: one to act as

nurses, one to act as patient.
2. The  external  surfaces  of  equipment  must  have  a  A-biotic  layer  which  continuously  reduce  the

bacteria and microbes by 95% to prevent spread of diseases, without repeated use of chemicals.
3. Should imitate shoulder and upper limb structure of adult simulation.
4. Should be compact design lightweight, and closer to the real environment. 
5. All solutions required for maintaining the efficacy of the A-biotic Layer of the equipment's surfaces

must be supplied along with equipment for the warranty period.
6. Skin texture should be realistic.
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7. Red light and sound will alarm if injection is too deep or the position is wrong.
8. The user manual must have all technical data and user must be able to perform functions such as

finding keyword and saving screen shots on contents of the user manual.
9. Should allow the injection of simulated liquid discharged from the drain pipe.
10. Should be European CE certified.

8) SPECIFICATIONS OF UPPER ARM SECTION
It should have the following features:

1. Should have arm reproduction with infusible arteries designed for training the proper arterial pucture
procedure for blood gas analysis.

2. The  external  surfaces  of  equipment  must  have  a  A-biotic  layer  which  continuously  reduce  the
bacteria and microbes by 95% to prevent spread of diseases, without repeated use of chemicals.

3. The Product catalogue must state that the solution used by it will not lead to mututation at surfaces
and that the method to neutralise bacteria and fungus is a micro mechanical killing.

4. Should have Deltoid intramuscular injection.
5. A-biotic surfaces should be based on technology that does not use any chemical sterilization process.

The process for sterilization of surfaces must be a mechanical one
6. It should be supplied with standard accessories.
7. It should be light in weight

9) SPECIFICATIONS OF IV TRAINING ARM 
1. Basic IV Arm simulator should be realistic with fine detail of IV arm, made up of realistic life like

material with Flexible skin and palpable veins
2. Should be suitable for training in Tourniquet application and Venipuncture including puncture with

IV cannula
3. Should  provide  Realistic  needle  tip  feeling  and  blood  flashback  and  should  replicates  venous

dilatation
4. Material should be self sealing and needle marks should not be visible after puncture
5. Should allow easy refill of The vein tube with simulated blood using a soft plastic injection bottle.
6. Injection pad should be durable and easily replaceable 
7. Should have facility of Hemorrhage control by compressing with the finger.
8. Should allow easy sticking and removal of Adhesive plaster to the arm 
9. Arm and supporter stand integrated so that users can set up easily.
10. Should be easy to set up and use, Compact, lightweight and portable
11. Should be supplied complete with  

A. 1 arm model with supporter stand 
B. 1 injection pad
C. 1 syringe (50ml)
D. 1 jar of coloring powder (red)
E. 1 spoon
F. 1 injection bottle for simulated blood
G. 1 carrying bag

10) SPECIFICATIONS OF ALL-PURPOSE IV TRAINING ARM
The model should be used as the injection sites for the various purposes like hypodermic, intramuscular,
opisthenar and median vein intravenous (IV) injections.
1. The  model  should  be  Life  like  human right  arm which  shows gravity  pressurized  blood  vessel

palpation.
2. The model should be useful and durable for numerous injection practices on blood vessel tube.
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3. The model should have replaceable injection site, blood vessel tube and skin.
4. The model should have moveable shoulder and elbow.
5. All the parts of model should be perfectly fitted on stable stand and easy for dismantling.
6. There should not be any visible  mark (needle holes) on the skin of Arm at  injection site while

practicing.    
7. Should be supplied complete with 

a) Main body- 1no
b) Arm skins (hand, forearm and upper arm)- 1 no each
c) Irrigator- 1no
d) Pinch cock-1no
e) Simulated blood-1 bottle
f) Elbow rest- 1no
g) Table and stand
h) carrying case- 1no

11) SPECIFICATIONS OF IV INJECTION TRAINING HAND
1. The arm skin should be made of imported material, life-like vein in the skin surface is visible and

palpable;
2. Veins should be accessible  at  the antecubital  fossa and along the forearm making it  possible  to

practice venipuncture at any of the common sites;
3. When  puncturing  through  skin  and  veins,  the  skin  should  roll  as  palpate  the  vein.  A  realistic

flashback should be observed when the needle is accurately inserted into the veins. Under common
use, a hundred of puncture can be operated;

4. Should perform IVS and introduce over veins

12) SPECIFICATION FOR VENIPUNCTURE PAD
1. Should be Skin soft, Flexible.
2. Suture wounds practice should be at an arbitrary position.
3. Special Process should be able to mangle. Repeated practice suturing can be in the incision wound

13) SPECIFICATIONS OF ARTERY PUNCTURING TRAINING ARM
1. The model should be divided into three layers: skin, subcutis and muscle.
2. It  should be used for intradermic  injection,  hypodermic injection  and intramuscular  injection.  A

wearable design makes it convenient for training.
3. Injection liquid should be injected into it, squeeze the pad after use

14) SPECIFICATIONS OF MULTI-PURPOSE INJECTION TRAINER
The model should be used as the injection sites for the various purposes like hypodermic, intramuscular,
opisthenar and median vein intravenous (IV) injections.

1. The model should be Life like human right arm which shows gravity pressurized blood vessel
palpation.

2. The model should be useful and durable for numerous injection practices on blood vessel tube.
3. The model should have replaceable injection site, blood vessel tube and skin.
4. The model should have moveable shoulder and elbow.
5. All the parts of model should be perfectly fitted on stable stand and easy for dismantling.
6. There should not be any visible mark (needle holes) on the skin of Arm at injection site while

practicing.    
7. Should be supplied complete with 

i) Main body- 1no
j) Arm skins (hand, forearm and upper arm)- 1 no each
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k) Irrigator- 1no
l) Pinch cock-1no
m) Simulated blood-1 bottle
n) Elbow rest- 1no
o) Table and stand
p) carrying case- 1no

15) ALL-PURPOSE ADULT PATIENT CARE SIMULATOR
1. Full  body Physical  assessment  simulator  should be suitable  for  training  of  medical  and nursing

students in various physical findings, assessments skills and communication with the patient.
2. The Manikin should exhibit selectable Pupillary Reflexes such as Normal, Dilated, Constricted, and

bilateral Asymmetry
3. Manikin  should  have  blood  pressure  arm  enabling  the  student  to  take  BP  of  patient  using

Sphygmomanometer.
4. It should be possible to Monitor and display 12 Lead ECG from the patient
5. The simulator should simulate

a) Normal and Abnormal Heart sounds at least 15 types including most common S2 split(+) S2
Split(-) , S3 gallop, S4 Gallop, Innocent Murmur, Aortic Stenosis, Mitral regurgitation, Mitral
stenosis, Aortic regurgitation ,Sinus Tachycardia, Sinus Bradycardia, Atrial Fibrillation, Atrial
Flutter, Premature ventricular contraction, Ventricular flutter, Ventricular Fibrillation , cardiac
sound regulation .

b) Lung sounds including Normal, weak sound, absent, Bronchial breathing, Coarse crackles fine
crackles, wheezes, rhonchi.

c) Bowel sounds Normal, Increased, Decreased, Sub -ileus, Ileus
d) ECG waveforms Normal,  Atrial  Fibrillation,  Atrial  Flutter,  Premature ventricular  contraction,

Ventricular  Tachycardia,  Ventricular  flutter,  Ventricular  Fibrillation,  Myocardial  infarction
(acute, subacute &amp; chronic)

6. Manikin should allow Auscultation of Lungs sounds (posterior and anterior), heart sound (at Aortic,
Pulmonic, Tricuspid and mitral area) and Breath Sounds at anatomically correct positions

7. The simulator should have bilateral palpable pulses in Carotid and radial artery linked to the scenario
being simulated

8. Simulator should have pre-set patients scenarios to facilitate Comprehensive assessment procedure
and skills training to the students.

9. It  should have pre-set scenarios for physical  assessment related to Myocardial  infarction,  Aortic
Aneurism,  Lung  Infarction,  Intercostal  Muscle  ache,  Ileus,  Diarrhea,  ,  Brain  Hypertension  ,
Pneumonia , Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease, Pulmonic Fibrosis, Heart Failure , Anemia etc

10. It should have facility to create customized scenario as per actual teaching and training needs from
various skill trainings And built in data

11. Simulator should be supplied complete with
Full body simulator, Laptop controller, sphygmomanometer, ECG electrodes, clothing set

16) SPECIFICATIONS OF INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTION MODEL (BUTTOCK)
It should have the following features:
1. Adult hip flexibility, resistant materials simulation, acupuncture, real appearance, skin texture clearly

visible; Surface marker is palpable (iliac crest, posterior superior iliac spine, sacrum, coccyx).
2. The  external  surfaces  of  equipment  must  have  a  A-biotic  layer  which  continuously  reduce  the

bacteria and microbes by 95% to prevent spread of diseases, without repeated use of chemicals.
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3. All solutions required for maintaining the efficacy of the A-biotic Layer of the equipment's surfaces
must be supplied along with equipment for the warranty period.

4. Should be carried out in three kinds of intramuscular injection of training; gluteus maximus muscle,
gluteus medius muscle, gluteus minimus muscle. 

5. It should show the location for muscle injection on the buttock, supply for training the students to
learn injection skills.

6. The Product catalogue must state that the solution used by it will not lead to mututation at surfaces
and that the method to neutralise bacteria and fungus is a micro mechanical killing.

7. Should feel lifelike adult buttock.
8. Should be European CE certified.

17) ADULT LUMBAR PUNCTURE SIMULATOR
1. The simulator should have an anatomical correct model of the lumbar spine to facilitate training to

collect and measure CSF fluid under clinically realistic conditions for anatomical understanding.
2. The simulator should be made up realistic silicon material giving real life like appearance and feel
3. The simulator should be supplied with various types of puncture blocks viz- normal CSF, obesity

CSF, senior CSF, senior obesity CSF and epidural for Comprehensive Lumbar puncture training .
4. Simulator should consist of a transparent puncture block for direct observation of both the anatomy

and the spinal needle path.
5. Simulator should be complete with replaceable puncture pad and skin
6. Should simulate the collection of cerebrospinal fluid and should also simulate its pressure.
7. It should be possible to position the simulator in lateral direction and in sitting position with the help

of support base.
8. Simulator should have lumber spine with flexible joints which should be palpable to facilitate correct

anatomical understanding
9. It should offer realistic tissue resistance to the needle tip.
10. Should allow practice of Skin preparation procedure on it.
11. Should allow Simulation of loss-of-pressure with water or air.
12. It  should  contain  Epidural  block to  offer  training  in  epidural  puncture  procedures  with  realistic

needle-tip feeling
13. Simulator should be supplied complete with :-

a) Lumbar region model with skin cover.- 1no
b) Lumbar puncture blocks- 6 nos
c) Lumbar region support bases- 3nos
d) Reservoir pouch, tube, support base and syringe- 1 no each
e) Guidebook- 1no

18) SPECIFICATIONS OF IV TRAINING LEG
1. It should simulate adult leg shape and internal structure, standard knee puncture position;
2. Should  have  Anatomical  structures:  tibia,  femur,  ligament,  posterior  cruciate  ligament,  patellar

ligament, fat pad, meniscus and synovial capsule. Teach knee puncture patient position
3. Should have training puncture related palpation techniques
4. Should have the knee joint cavity sting operation
5. Knee joint cavity puncture, commonly used should check the nature of intra-articular effusion or

pumping fluid after intra-articular

19) SPECIFICATIONS OF INJECTION SIMULATOR
1. Should have correct anatomical landmarks
2. Green Light should light up if injection is correct
3. A built-in buzzer and flashing red light should indicate injection at a wrong site;
4. The simulator should be made of hi-tech silicone material that no puncture traces are left after use
5. It should allow the user to inject and drain real fluid easily
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6. Should be supplied complete with Mate Injection Simulator, Syringe 2ml – 3 nos

20) SPECIFICATIONS OF INTRADERMAL INJECTION SIMULATOR
It should have the following features:
1. Arm should provide a total of eight parts of the skin test exercises, including different levels of red

marks of four parts.
2. The  external  surfaces  of  equipment  must  have  a  A-biotic  layer  which  continuously  reduce  the

bacteria and microbes by 95% to prevent spread of diseases, without repeated use of chemicals.
3. Each position should be injected for hundreds of times.
4. A-biotic surfaces should be based on technology that does not use any chemical sterilization process.

The process for sterilization of surfaces must be a mechanical one.
5. It should be supplied with standard accessories.
6. Should be European CE certified

21) SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUCTION TRAINING MODEL
1. The suction catheter skills training through nose and mouth.
2. Suction tube and Yanken catheter can be inserted into nasal cavity and oral cavity, and simulated

sputum can be suctioned.
3. Suction tube can be inserted into tracheal opening site through tracheal cannula, and intrabronchial

suction can be practiced.
4. By the exposed part of the face, the position of inserted tube can be confirmed, and the anatomical

structure of nasal cavity, oral cavity and cervical past can be observed.
5. The phlegm can be used into nasal cavity, oral cavity and trachea.

22) SPECIFICATION FOR BEDSORE CLEANSING AND DRESSING
1. Surgical suture bandaging demonstration simulation model should be made of High quality silicone

material
2. Simulate the various surgical incision after the suture dress should show
3. There should be at least 17 incisions for the trainer to practice the cleaning and bandaging

a. Thyroidectomy
b. Sternal incision
c. Right Mastectomy
d. Breast tumor incision;
e. Pneumothorax treatment;
f. Thoracotomy (drainage tube);
g. Cholecystectomy;
h. Aparotomy;
i. Appendectomy;
j. Abdominal hysterectomy;
k. Colostomy;
l. Ileostomy;
m. Femoral artery puncture
n. Nephrectomy;
o. Second bed sores;
p. Aminectomy;
q. Amputation.

23) SPECIFICATIONS OF ENEMA ADMINISTRATION SIMULATOR
1. Should have analog bedridden elderly patients or patients unable to defecate.
2. Should display Vivid image, to the standard enema position.
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3. Should injected glycerin enema (from the belly side of drain tube out.)
4. Abdominal wall should be opened, the intestines should be seen from the transparent end of the

catheter enema.
5. Should have provision of stool into the intestines analog, and then the appropriate skills should be

out from the anal area.
6. Should have simulation of human size, accurate anatomical structure

24) SPECIFICATIONS OF CENTRAL VENOUS CATHETERIZATION SIMULATOR
1. Should have model for adult upper body torso, right upper arm to wrist
2. Should include: sternal notch, sternocleidomastoid muscle, clavicle, ribs
3. Should have the following

a. Main veins: superior vena cava, internal jugular vein, subclavian vein, head vein, basilic vein,
elbow middle vein

b. Intravenous  puncture  tube:  sternocleidomastoid  muscle  margin  has  obvious  signs,  can  be
subclavian vein puncture and internal jugular vein puncture, but also for the elbow fossa vein
puncture.

4. Should have the Swan-Ganz intubation training.
5. Skin and blood vessels should be replaced, so that a clear sense of falling when you insert the needle.

25) SPECIFICATION FOR ABDOMINOCENTESIS TRAINING SIMULATOR
1. Should Simulate the abdominal appearance of the real person from the head to the symphysis
2. Should have pubic standard skin landmarks which includes: collarbone, stemalangle, rib, intercostal

space, left and right costal arches, epigastric angle, xiphoid, anterior superior iliac spine, Umbilical,
symphysis public, groin and other analogical structures and precise positions; Percussion training of
the abdominal shifting dullness should be performed

3. Limited pyoperitoneum puncture training should be practiced
4. Should have different color of different puncture parts
5. Paracentesis of bladder should practice, if correct, the yellow liquid can be drawn out;
6. Equipped with obvious large spleen, when puncture touch the spleen, alert will sound immediately;
7. Alert sound should immediately blow if by mistaken puncturing into the right artery under the right

of the abdominal wall

26) SPECIFICATION FOR ADVANCE ENDOTRACHEAL TRAINER
1. Should have life like realistic trachea structure and touchable tracheal.
2. Should be simulated dorsal position and neck extending.
3. Percutaneous tracheostomy simulation should include various incision such as longitudinal incision,

transverse incision, crisscross incision, U-shape and inverted-Li shape incision 
4. Should have facility of Cricothyrotomy endotracheal intubation 
5. The model  should allow the trainee  to  observe the internal  situation  of  the neck from the head

when the cut in the artery is determined.
6. Should be changeable trachea and neck skin

27) SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUCTION TUBE FEEDING SIMULATOR
1. Should have suction catheter skills training through nose and mouth.
2. Suction tube and Yanken catheter should be inserted into nasal cavity and oral cavity, and simulated

sputum should be suctioned.
3. Suction  tube  should  be  inserted  into  tracheal  opening  site  through  tracheal  cannula,  and

intrabronchial suction should be practiced.
4. By  the  exposed  part  of  the  face,  the  position  of  inserted  tube  should  be  confirmed,  and  the

anatomical structure of nasal cavity, oral cavity and cervical past should be observed.
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5. The phlegm should be used into nasal cavity, oral cavity and trachea.

28) SPECIFICATIONS OF PNEUMOTHORAX SIMULATOR
1. The model should be is half body of male structure, with anatomical features of chest
2. Should be used for exercises of pneumothorax decompression.
3. Should have correct anatomical markers to help locate training.
4. The model should provide two locations for exercises of pneumothorax decompression, the one is

between the bilateral collarbone midline and second ribs, and another is between axillary center line
and the fifth no.

5. The same lung sac should be operation for puncture repeated hundreds of times.

29) SPECIFICATIONS OF CHEST TUBE MANIKIN 
1. The simulator should have life like design to provide training in nasogastric tube feeding procedures-

intranasal, oral feeding catheterization and gastrostomy.
2. It  should  have  route  model  for  nasogastric  tube  feeding  to  facilitate  trainees  to  understand  the

anatomy.
3. The stomach should have capacity of approximately 300cc and administration of the real nutrients

through various routes should be possible.
4. It should have facility for practicing PEG tube setting with balloon and care.
5. The right placement of catheter inside the stomach should be confirmed by using stethoscope.
6. The anatomical structure should be transparent for visualizing the passage of catheters.
7. It should be provided with all these complete set of 1 male torso , 1 support base , 1 drain tube , 1

funnel ,1 plastic cup , 1 tube feeding routes panel , 1 chest sheet , 1 instruction manual .

30) SPECIFICATIONFOR INTRAOSSEOUS INFUSION / FEMORAL ACCESS LEG
1. Should be anatomically correct and realistic in appearance of patella, tibia and tibial tuberosity.
2. Should have realistic dynamic palpable pulse at femoral artery.
3. Should allow to determine the correct position of deep vein puncture insert.
4. Simulator should simulate the Femoral vein puncture operation 
5. There should be lost feeling, corresponding bone marrow simulation should flow out.  
6. There should have an obviously lost feeling and venous return. 
7. Injection site module, Bone marrow and Skin should be replaceable.

31) SPECIFICATIONS OF PROSTATE EXAMINATION SIMULATOR
1. Digital-examination of the prostate and rectum should be possible.
2. Simulator or main body should be provided with nine different types of prostate units simulating

different scenarios like Normal, carcinoma 1, carcinoma 2, carcinoma 3, carcinoma 4, prostatitis,
enlargement 1, enlargement 2 carcinoma 5 for more efficient training.

3. 9 prostates should be adjustable in 3 revolving units for positioning in 3 different ways like Lateral,
supine and prone positions.

4. Simulator should be provided with four different rectum units like normal, small carcinoma, large
carcinoma, polyp combined with small carcinoma

5.  Insertion and the use of the anal-scope and the proctoscope should also be possible
6. Digital-examination of the prostate and rectum should be possible.
7. Simulator or main body should be provided with nine different types of prostate units simulating

different scenarios like Normal, carcinoma 1, carcinoma 2, carcinoma 3, carcinoma 4, prostatitis,
enlargement 1, enlargement 2 carcinoma 5 for more efficient training.

8. 9 prostates should be adjustable in 3 revolving units for positioning in 3 different ways like Lateral,
supine and prone positions.

9. Simulator should be provided with four different  rectum units like normal , small carcinoma ,large
carcinoma ,polyp combined with small carcinoma
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10. Insertion and the use of the anal-scope and the proctoscope should also be possible

32) ABDOMINAL EXAMINATION SIMULATOR  
1. Should be suitable for advanced abdominal assessment training  for OSCE 
2. Should be made of high quality latex free soft material with Life like feeling, Shape & size. 
3. The simulator should provide realistic feel of the organs and the skin, close to the human body.
4. Should allow trainees to get experience to touch abnormal organs. 
5. It should have interchangeable organs to allow comprehensive abdominal assessment training  
6. The simulator should have realistic respiratory movement and vascular bruits and bowel sounds.
7. Should have Supple, resilient and delicate textures allowing both shallow and deep palpation.
8. Should  have  realistic  body  landmarks  such  as  Pelvis,  ribs,  lower  ribs  cage,  costal  margin,

Xiphisternum, pubic crest and anterior superior iliac spines 
9. Should simulate normal liver, liver with chronic hepatitis, early late cirrhosis and cirrhosis
10. Should simulate Normal inguinal area and inguinal area with lymphoma 
11. Should simulate normal enlarged and slightly enlarged  spleen 
12. Should simulate normal kidney ,kidney with hydronephrosis and polycystic kidney 
13. Should  simulate Normal uterus and with myoma 
14. It should be suitable for training in following skills:

a) Visual Inspection
b) Auscultation of Renal artery, Abdominal aorta, Iliac artery and Bowel sounds
c) Palpation of Liver, spleen, kidney, uterus and Lymphoma
d) Percussion of  Liver, spleen and rib

15. It should be supplied with:  
a) Male Torso unit- 1no 
b) Respiratory motion control unit- 1 no
c) Kidneys (hydronephrosis, cysts)- 1 no each  
d) Spleens (slightly enlarged, enlarged)- 2nos
e) Livers (precirrhosis, cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis, normal)- 1 nos each  
f) Inguinal lymph nodes (normal, lymphoma)- 1 no each
g) Uterus (normal, fibroid)- 1 no each 
h) Simulated stethoscope- 1 no
i) Controller- 1no 
j) Storage case- 1 no 

16. The unit should have realistic size and weight of approx. : 40x80x20cm and  15kg

33) SPECIFICATIONS OF DIABETIC/ CORN FOOT TRAINER
1. Should keep patients' feet in a healthy condition that should make a significant impact on the QOL of

patients.
2. Medical Foot Care Simulator should provide training for simple trimming of nails and callosities as

well as general education on basic foot care.
3. The simulator should have replaceable nails, corn and callosities  which should provide excellent

training opportunities with true-to-life feeling.
4. The foot model should help to demonstrate anatomical landmarks, foot assessment procedures, foot

massaging and other day-to-day treatment.
5. Should have Trimming and clipping of toe nails (thickened nail, ingrown nail, nail ringworm)
6. Should have Trimming and removal of callosities
7. Should have Trimming and removal of corns Should be supplied:
a. 1 foot model with swivel stand
b. 20 toe nails A (thickened ingrown nail)
c. 20 toe nails B (thickened nail with ringworm)
d. 10 callosities
e. 10 corns
f. 1 instruction manual
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34) SPECIFICATION FOR TUBE FEEDING SIMULATOR
1. The simulator should have life like design to provide training in nasogastric tube feeding procedures-

intranasal, oral feeding catheterization and gastrostomy.
2. It  should  have  route  model  for  nasogastric  tube  feeding  to  facilitate  trainees  to  understand  the

anatomy.
3. The stomach should have capacity of approximately 300cc and administration of the real nutrients

through various routes should be possible.
4. It should have facility for practicing PEG tube setting with balloon and care.
5. The right placement of catheter inside the stomach should be confirmed by using stethoscope.
6. The anatomical structure should be transparent for visualizing the passage of catheters.
7. It should be provided with all these complete set of 1 male torso , 1 support base , 1 drain tube , 1

funnel ,1 plastic cup , 1 tube feeding routes panel , 1 chest sheet , 1 instruction manual 35) 

35) SPECIFICATION FOR NASOPHARYNGEAL SWAB COLLECTION SIMULATOR
1. Simulator should be suitable for training of healthcare workers in collection of Nasopharyngeal swab

of suspected/confirmed Corona patients
2. Should consist of realistic size model of human head 
3. Should have partial transparent construction for better understanding of nasopharyngeal structure and

procedure being performed 
4. Should allow training and practice of the Ways to use tongue depressor with swabs 
5. Should have realistic structure with different shape of nasal cavity between right and left side
6.  When  swab  reaches  the  right  position  in  the  nasal  cavity,  the  swab  should  automatically  get

pigmented in blue to display success of the procedure 
7. Should be supplied complete with Cross Sectional Model for better understanding of anatomy by

students 
36) SPECIFICATIONS OF BREAST GLAND EXAMINATION TRAINING SIMULATOR

1. This model should be used as a teaching tool for self examination of breast cancer and can be used as
an educational model for doctors, nurses and trainees.

2. should be made of real life like soft silicon material with realistic human breast like feeling.
3. It should simulate different symptoms of breast cancer which are as follows:

a) Lumps: Hard lumbs, Soft lumps
b) Lymph node metastasis: Lymph nodes in the axillary region (armpits), Hard lymph node in the

neck.
c) Nipple changes: Displacement or depression of the nipple, Eczematous change (sore) (Paget’s

cancer)
d) Skin Changes: Skin dumpling ,Partial edema of the skin “orange – peel” appearance

4. The model should be stable so as to carry out practice and inspection comfortable
5. It should be supplied with storage case.
6. The model should be light weight not weighing more than 4 kg

37) VIDEO RECORDING & DISPLAY SYSTEM- 1 SET  
The vendor shall provide video recording system for the classroom with connection to simulation room
consisting of the following:
a) High resolution Video camera system in all simulation rooms with Pan tilt zoom function 
b) Video recorder unit for classroom for  records and debriefing purpose
c) Video wall /display  unit with minimum display size 80”
d) Podium unit with collar mike and table mike for speaker

Note: All items should be supplied with
1) Carry case
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2) User manual (English)

Note: The above specification is minimum requirement to be eligible in Technical Evaluation and any lower
version of the equipment/instrument below above specification will not be accepted.
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Annexure-II

Bid Security Declaration by the Bidder

I/we, M/s                                                                     hereby undertake and accept that if I/We withdraw or
modify my/our Bids during the period of validity, or if I/We am/are awarded the contract and I/We
failed to sign the contract,  or to submit a performance security before the deadline defined in the
request for bids document, I/We                                                       shall have no objection if I/We am/are
suspended for the two years from being eligible to submit Bids for contracts with All India Institute of
Ayurveda, New Delhi.

Seal, Name & Address of the Bidder/Authorized person

Telephone No. & Email ID
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Annexure-III

MANUFACTURER AUTHORIZATION
(on the letterhead of the Manufacturer)

To,
The Director
All India Institute of Ayurveda,
Gautampuri Sarita Vihar,
New Delhi - 110076

Madam,

Ref. Your Tender document No.          dated                   

We,                        Who are proven and reputed manufacturers of ‘simulator’ having factories at         
  _here by authorize M/s(name and address of the agent) to submit a tender, process the same further
and enter into a contract with you against your requirement as contained in the above referred Tender
which are manufactured by us.

2) We further confirm that no supplier or firm or individual other than Messrs. (name and address of the
above agent) is authorized to submit a tender, process the same further and enter into a contract with
you against your requirement as contained in the above referred Tender Enquiry documents for the
above Equipment/Stores manufactured by us.

3) We also hereby confirm that we would be responsible for the satisfactory execution of contract placed
on the authorized agent including availability of Spares parts for the period of 10 years for supplied
equipment to AIIA DELHI.

4) We also confirm that the rate quoted by our authorized agent shall not exceed the rate which we would
have quoted on direct participation.

5) We also  undertake  to  provide  all  updates  (at  our  own) of  the  equipment  free  of  cost  during  the
warranty/guarantee period along with spare parts.

Yours faithfully,
[Signature with date, name and designation] 

For and on behalf of M/s
[Name & address of the manufacturers]

Note:

1. This letter of authorization should be on the letter head of the manufacturing firm and should be
signed by a person competent and having the power of attorney to legally bind the manufacturer.

2. Original letter’s scanned copy may be uploaded and handed over as and when directed.
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Annexure-IV

Rates for Spares/Consumables/Optional Accessories (If Any)

Sl. No. Name of the Consumable/ Spare/ 
Optional Accessories

Life Cycle Per Unit Price (In ) ₹
including all taxes

Name(s) & Signature of the Bidder with rubber seal(s)

Name of the Firm…………………………………………Date………………Place……………….
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Annexure-V

FINANCIAL BID

A. Price Schedule for Indigenous Goods

Sl. No. Name of the item (as per Schedule 
of Requirement)

Make & 
Model

HSN
Code

Quantity Unit 
Name

Basic Price 
per unit
(in )₹

% of GST
(Amount in 
figures on 
Column (7)

Other Expenditure 
(if any) on Column

(7) (in )₹

Per Unit Total Price 
inclusive of all on
F.O.R. destination 
basis

(in )₹

Total Cost 
(Column 5 
x Column 
10)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

B. CMC Charges(Wherever applicable)

Sl. N0.   Name of the Equipment Rates of CMC
(CMC after 5 year warranty period)

Total CMC
Costfor 5 Years

Taxes
(if any)

Total CMC Cost for 5 
Years including Taxes

6th yr 7th yr 8th yr 9th yr 10th yr

Name(s) & Signature of Authorized person with seal of the Bidder

Date…………………………………

Place………………………………..
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Note:

1. The Rates should be quoted inclusive of all taxes; viz. Freight, Packing, Forwarding, Insurance, Transportation, Octroi, 5 Years  Onsite Warranty
inclusive of spares & Labour, erection/commissioning/installation, applicable GST upto the F.O.R. AIIA, Delhi basis. The accessories required for
Equipment operational at the AIIA DELHI site needs to be supplied on free of cost by the Bidder Agency

2. The Tenderer will be fully responsible for the safe arrival of the Equipment/Goods at the named port of entry to consignee site in good condition as per
terms of CIP as per INCOTERMS, if applicable

3. The free of cost consumables (if any required) for 3 months period for make operational equipment at AIIA DELHI site needs to be supplied with
ordered equipment.

4. The Bidder will quote firm rates inclusive of all Taxes & expenditure upto F.O.R. to AIIA DELHI basis. The AIIA DELHI will release payment claim
against accepted supply after deductions of TDS as per prevailing Tax Rules and LD (If any) as per the Terms & Condition mentioned in the Tender.

5. L1 will be decided on total cost of the each Equipment plus Cumulative total of CMC charges (for 5 years after expiry of warranty/guarantee period)
and indigenous goods.
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Annexure-VI

PERFORMANCE/CMC SECURITY BANK GUARANTEE
FORMAT

(on the letterhead of the Manufacturer)

To,

The Director
All India Institute of Ayurveda,
Gautampuri, Sarita Vihar,
New Delhi - 110076

WHEREAS                                      (Name and address of the supplier) (Hereinafter called
“the supplier”) has undertaken, in pursuance of contract no.                   dated                   to
supply (Equipment/Stores and services) (hereinafter called “the contract”).

AND WHEREAS it has been stipulated by you in the said contract that the supplier
shall furnish you with a bank guarantee from nationalized bank for the sum specified
therein as security for compliance with its obligations in accordance with the contract;

NOW THEREFORE we hereby affirm that we are guarantors and responsible to you,
on behalf  of the supplier,  up to a total  of.  (Amount of the guarantee in words and
figures), and we undertake to pay you, upon your first written demand declaring the
supplier to be in default under the contract and without cavil or argument, any sum or
sums within the limits of (amount of guarantee) as aforesaid, without your needing to
prove or to show grounds or reasons for your demand or the sum specified therein.

We hereby waive the necessity  of  your demanding the said debt  from the supplier
before presenting us with the demand.

We further agree that no change or addition to or other modification of the terms of the
contract to be performed there under or of any of the contract documents which may be
made between you and the supplier shall in any way release us from any liability under
this  guarantee  and  we  hereby  waive  notice  of  any  such  change,  addition  or
modification.

This  guarantee  shall  be  valid  up  to  63  (Sixty-Three)  months  from  the  date  of
satisfactory  installation  of  the  Equipment/Stores  in  the  User  Department  at  AIIA,
DELHI i.e. upto---------

                                 (indicate date).

(Signature with date of the authorized officer of the Bank) Name and designation of the
officer

Seal,  name  &  address  of  the  Bank  and  address  of  the  issuing  Branch,  including
Telephone No. & Email ID
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Annexure-VII

TECHNICAL BID
(signed technical bid documents)

Sl. 
No.

Name of the item 
(as per the Tender 
Schedule of 
Requirement 
Annex-I)

Make & 
Model 
Quoted

Indian/ 
Imported
/Country of 
Origin

Catalogue/ 
Technical details
submitted 
Yes/No

Demons-
tration
Yes/No

Deviation to 
specification, 
if any
With reason

Note:  Mention  detailed  specifications  (point  wise)  of  quoted  item  as  per  schedule  of
requirement and mention deviation in the specification if any.

Signature, Name of Authorized Person of the Bidder with seal.

Date:…………..……………………………………

Place:………………………………………………..

Contact No.:…………………………………………

Email ID:……………………………………………
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Annexure-VIII

UNDERTAKING

(To be executed on Rs.100/-Non-judicial Stamp Paper duly attested by Public
Notary)

For Compliance of all Terms & Conditions mentioned in this Tender
Document

1. The  undersigned  certify  that  I/we  have  gone  through  the  terms  and  conditions
mentioned  in  the  tender  document  and  undertake  to  comply  with  them.  I  have  no
objection for any of the content of the tender document and I undertake not to submit
any complaint/ representation against the tender document after submission date and
time  of  the  tender.  The  rates  quoted  by  me/  user  valid  and  binding  on  me/us  for
acceptance till the validity of tender.

2. I/We undersigned hereby bind myself/ ourselves to  ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF
AYURVEDA DELHI, GAUTAMPURI SARITA VIHAR, DELHI-110076  to supply
the approved awarded Equipment/Instruments/Apparatus/items in the approved
prices to AIIA DELHI, during the Rate Contract period under this contract.

3. The articles shall be of the best quality and of the kind as per the requirement of the
institution. The decision of the Director, AIIA DELHI, India (hereinafter called the said
officer) as regard to the quality and kind of article shall be final and binding on me.

4. Performance security 3% of the cost of the supply value shall be deposited by me in
the form of FDR/ Bank Guarantee in the name of The Director, All India Institute of
Ayurveda, DELHI in the format at  Annexure-VI  attached herewith on award of the
contract and shall remain in the custody of the Director till the validity of the Tender
Contract plus three month (i.e. for 63months).

5. If the said officer deem it necessary to change any article on being found of inferior
quality, it shall be replaced by me/us free of cost in time to prevent inconvenience.

6. I/We  hereby  undertake  to  supply  the  items  during  the  validity  of  tender  as  per
directions given in supply order within stipulated period positively.

7. If I/We fail to supply the stores in stipulated period the AIIA DELHI has full power to
compound or forfeit the Bid Security/security deposit.

8. I/We declare that no legal/ financial irregularities are pending against the proprietor/
partner of the tendering firm or manufacturer.

9. I/we undertake to supply the equipment/stores will be as per the Terms & Conditions
in tender document. I/we undertake to supply the order with in stipulated period and if
fail to supply order during the stipulated period then necessary action can be taken by
the Director, AIIA, DELHI.

10. I/We undertake that if the rates of any items are lowered due to any reason, I will
charge the lower rates.

11. I/We undertake that the items supplied are as per Demonstration/ Catalogue/ technical
literature description.
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12. I/We undertake that the quoted rates are not higher than that approved in any other
Government institutions in India for the same items during the current Financial Year.

13. Affidavit regarding No CBI Inquiry/ FEMA/ Criminal proceeding/ Black listing is
pending or  going on against  the  manufacturer/  bidder firm is  also  enclosed.  I
undertake that I will not submit any irrelevant documents with the tender and in
doing so I will not have any objection if my tender is rejected on that ground.

14. I/We  undertake  to  supply  the  all  Literature  (Log  Book/  Maintenance  Record/
Troubleshooting/ Operation Manuals etc.) supplied with each of equipment by Principal
Manufacturer in Original to AIIA, DELHI.

15. I/We undertake to calibrate Equipment as per requirement and frequency as indicated in
the  Annexure-  I,  Technical  Specification  of  Equipment  for  ensuring  optimum
operation of equipment at the AIIA, DELHI site.

16. I/we do hereby confirm that the prices/ rates quoted are fixed and are at par with the
prices  quoted  by  me  /us  to  any  other  Govt.  of  India/  Govt.  Hospitals/  Medical
Institutions/ PSUs. I/we also offer to supply the Equipment/  stores at the prices and
rates not exceeding those mentioned in the Financial Bid.

17. I/we  do  accept/  agree  for  the  all  clauses  including  the  5  years  onsite  Warranty
inclusive of all spares and labour etc. and after expiry of warranty period, the 5 years
CMC for Equipment on approved rates and payment terms and conditions of this tender
enquiry.

18. I/we  have  necessary  infrastructure  for  the  maintenance  of  the  equipment  and  will
provide all accessories/spares as and when required.

19. I/we undertake to get the equipment repaired within 48 hours of the receiving of the
complaint from the Hospital failing which a penalty at the rate of 500/- per day may₹
be recovered from pending bill/Bank Guarantee before releasing the same to us after 63
months. 

20. I/we undertake, if as a result of post payment audit any over payment is detected in
respect of any Supply/work done by our Agency or alleged to have been done by our
Agency under this tender, it shall be recovered by the AIIA DELHI from our Agency.

21. I/We do  hereby  confirm that  I/we  aware  about  the  provisions  of  “Make  in  India”
initiatives and directives regarding Price Preference Policy to Make in India Registered
Bidders and I/We undertake for following the same as per directions of AIIA DELHI in
respect of this Tender Enquiry.

22. I/We undertake to respect Anti-Profiteering Rule under GST Act 2017 of Govt. of India
and will have mandatorily to pass on the benefit due to reduction in rate of tax to the
AIIA, DELHI by way of commensurate reduction in our prices. And if I/we will be
found defaulter for following of above said rule (i.e. passing all the benefits of GST
Tax Regime price reductions to AIIA, DELHI), the AIIA, DELHI have the right to
initiate necessary action deemed fit as per GST Act, 2017 against our firm.

23. I/we undertake, if as a result of post payment audit any over payment is deducted in
respect of any Supply/work done by our Agency or alleged to have been done by our
Agency under this tender, it shall be recovered by the AIIA DELHI from our Agency.
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24. I/we undertake, if any under payment is discovered, the amount shall be duly paid to
our Agency by the AIIA, DELHI.

25. I/we undertake that we shall liable to provide all the relevant records copies during the
concurrency period of Contract or otherwise even after the Contract is over, whenever
required by AIIA, DELHI.

26. I/We do solemnly pledge and affirm that I/We am/are the proprietor/partner/authorized
signatory of M/s.……… and my/our firm has not been declared defaulter by any Govt.
Agency and that  no case  of  any nature  i.e.  CBI/FEMA/Criminal/Income Tax/GST/
Blacklisting is pending against my/our firm.

27. I pledge and solemnly affirm that the information submitted in tender documents is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief. I/We further pledge and solemnly affirm that
nothing has  been concealed  by me and if  anything adverse comes to  the notice  of
purchaser  during  the  validity  of  tender  period,  the  Director,  All  India  Institute  of
Ayurveda, DELHI (India) will have full authority to take appropriate action as he/she
may deem fit.

28. I/We hereby declare that, our quoted prices against this Tender Enquiry are not higher
then  prices  offered  by  us  to  any  others  Govt.  Institutions/Other  Institutions  as  per
prevailing market prices and I/we are liable for passing of all the benefits of GST in
terms of cost reduction on account of various tax factors to AIIA, DELHI as per the
provisions of GST Act, 2017. I/We will also liable for passing of all the cost reduction
benefits (if any) on account of CDEC provided by AIIA DELHI on Custom Duty part.
If any time AIIA DELHI will get the information that we have supplied items on higher
prices in comparison to other institutes based on prevailing applicable prices, we are
undertaking  that,  we  are  liable  for  refunding  and  depositing  back  such  difference
amount to AIIA DELHI from our side without any question.

29. We are  also  undertaking  that  the  Department  of  Commerce  or  Ministry/any  other
Department has been not debarred / blacklisted our firm as per best of our knowledge,
if  any such debarment/blacklisting  come to  the  notice  of  AIIA DELHI Authorities
during execution of Supplies against this Tender Enquiry, AIIA DELHI have right to
reject  our  proposal  and take  appropriate  action  deemed  fit  against  our  firm as  per
prevailing applicable Rules & Regulations.

Signature,
Name of Authorized Person of the Bidder with seal.

Date:…………..……………………………………
Place:………………………………………………..

Affirmation/Verification
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Annexure-IX

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF AYURVEDA DELHI

PUBLIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM(PFMS)
PFMS UNIQUE CODE:

VENDOR REGISTRATION FORM

Sl.No. Head Name Details
1. Vendor/Firm Name
2. Father/Husband/Owner Name

3. Date of Birth

4. PAN
5. GSTIN
6. Aadhar Number

7. TAN

8. TIN

9. Service Tax No

10. Address1

11. Address2

12. Address3

13. City
14. Country

15. State

16. District

17. Pin Code

18. Mobile No.

19. Phone No.

20. Email address

21. Bank Name

22. IFS Code

23. Account Number

DATE:
PLACE: VENDOR SIGNATURE WITH SEAL

Department Name: Forwarded by HOD/In-charge

Note: All related self-attested documents also enclosed with this form 
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	2. should be made of real life like soft silicon material with realistic human breast like feeling.
	3. It should simulate different symptoms of breast cancer which are as follows:
	a) Lumps: Hard lumbs, Soft lumps
	4. The model should be stable so as to carry out practice and inspection comfortable
	5. It should be supplied with storage case.
	6. The model should be light weight not weighing more than 4 kg
	Note:
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